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16 Jamadith Thaani 1443 – 19 January 2021 
 

THE STARK HYPOCRISY OF THE 

NNB jamiat OF FORDSBURG 
 

The NNB jamiat of Fordsburg, masquerading as ‘jamiatul ulama south africa’, 

demonstrating a disingenuous attempt to nourish its usual craving for acclaim and 

cheap publicity, has written a letter to the judge of the supreme court of Napakistan. 

The supreme court has ordered the demolition of a Musjid in Karachi. Ostensibly   

flaunting concern for this act of kufr ordered by the kufr court of Pakistan, the NNB 

jamiat has written, pleading with the murtad judge to rescind his ruling.  The twaddle 

peddled in the letter to the judge is not the work of a responsible organization, but is a 

stupid stunt by cranks posing as ‘ulama’. 

 

In this article our concern is not the Musjid which is now earmarked for demolition, 

nor is it our intention here to take up cudgels with the judge who is only expected to 

issue kufr verdicts since Pakistan is not a country governed by the Shariah. 

 

Our concern in this article is the LIES and FRAUD of Reverend Abraham Bham and 

his NNB munaafiq cohorts. The letter of the NNB jamiat, which in terms of their 

trade mark if gargantuan hypocrisy, is obviously being advertised by the munaafiqeen 

in their bid to regain ‘popularity’ which they had lost due to their kufr act of pleading 

with the kuffaar court to close Musjids in South Africa and to ban the Fardh and 

Jumuah Salaat in the Musaajid. What relationship does such munaafiq scoundrels 

have with a Musjid set for demolition in Karachi when they had audaciously toiled in 

flagrant violation of the Qur’aan and Sunnah to ensure that Musjids in South Africa 

remain closed? Their sinister agenda is not hidden from people of intelligence. 

 

These are the very same scoundrels who pimped on Muslims performing Salaat in the 

Musaajid. Like sewer rats they cowardly reported Muslims to the police to have them 

arrested for performing Salaat in the Musaajid. This very same NNB jamiat, agent of 

Iblees, has now written  a letter to the kuffaar court of Pakistan expressing ‘concern’ 

over its verdict and order to demolish the Musjid in Karachi. 
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In small print, at the foot of its stupid letter of hypocrisy, the NNB jamiat states:    

 
“The Jamiatul Ulama South Africa is a constituted body of Muslim theologians established in 1923. It 
has since its inception served the socio-religious needs of the Muslim community residing in Gauteng, 
North West, Mpumalanga, Limpopo, Freestate and some areas of the Northern Cape. It has seven 
regional offices and six branch representatives. Its members serve as Imaams in 90% of mosques in these 
areas. It also has one hundred and sixty-five (165) affiliate madaaris [religious schools] under its 
supervision. The fatwa [religious decrees] issued by the Jamiatul Ulama South Africa are considered to 
be authoritative and binding upon the Muslim Community. It is also the founder member of the United 
Ulama Council which is a national body representing all major Muslim theological bodies in the 
country.”  

 

LIES AND BLATANT FRAUD 

 

This miserable NNB jamiat with its cross-worshipping Reverend Abraham Bham, 

was NOT established in 1923. This claim is a mammoth, dastardly, rotten LIE. This 

miserable specimen of an epistasis came on the scene a half a century after 1923. He 

has been at pains to convince morons that his NNB cartel is the Jamiatul Ulama of 

Transvaal which was established by extremely orthodox senior Ulama of that era. 

The current cartel of vile molvis comprising the NNB jamiat has absolutely not even 

the  slightest vestige of resemblance with  the orthodox elders of the then Jamiatul 

Ulama of Transvaal. At this juncture it will suffice to debunk the LIE of the cross-

worshipper and to dismiss it with contempt. 

 

A bizarre LIE and a despicable fraudulent claim of this group of evil molvis, worse 

than khanaazeer, is the contention: ‘The fatwas issued by the jamiatul ulama south 

africa are considered authoritative and binding upon the Muslim community.” (Our 

emphasis).   

 

Only munaafiq juhala are capable of this preposterously false and fraudulent claim. 

On what basis do these jaahil molvis claim that their ‘fatwas’ – corrupt and baatil – 

are ‘binding on the Muslim community? Only men bereft of the slightest vestige of 

shame  and those adept in lies and falsehood  will have the satanic temerity of 

seeking to dupe Muslims by claiming that their ‘fatwas’ are “binding on the Muslim 

community”. As far as we and numerous or innumerable others are concerned – 

organizations and individuals – the ‘fatwas’ of these moron NNB clique are fit for the 

sewer drain. Let the morons produce their proof for their fraudulent claim of their 

‘fatwas’ are “binding on the Muslim community”. 

 

Their stupid ‘fatwas’ are not binding even on such munaafiqeen who are in 

agreement with their views of kufr. Not even those who had supported the NNB’s 

kufr plot to  keep the Musaajid close with the aid of the kuffaar court, accept their 

‘fatwas’ to be binding. 
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The Fatwas which even genuine Ulama – Ulama-e-Haqq – issue are also not binding 

on the Muslim community. There is no Ulama grouping anywhere in the world who 

has the coercive power to claim that their fatwas are binding on their respective 

communities. The Ulama in this era, all over the world – and we refer specifically to 

the True Ulama – act in an advisory capacity. It is only the Khalifah of the Islamic 

state who has the authority and power of ensuring that the Fatwas of the specific 

group of Ulama appointed by the State, are binding. These juhala molvis of the NNB 

jamiat perhaps are not properly schooled in even the masaa-il of Istinja. Our advice 

for them is to first gain adequate expert in the science of Istinjaology. Only then will 

their brains begin to clear of the kufr cobwebs – only then will their brains commence 

to operate in a substratum of equilibrium. Currently, they survive on LIES and devour 

the charity funds of the community in haraam ways for their pleasure, comfort and 

fulfilment of the inordinate cravings of their nafs. 

 

Regarding this illegitimate NNB jamiat being a founder of the other fiction called 

UUCSA,  let it be known and well understood that this uucsa is a laughable BOGUS 

clown. It is a fiction which issues stupid statements full of sound and fury signifying 

bunkum.  The very same illegitimate clique of the NNB jamiat is the author of bogus 

uucsa. Then they managed to gain the support of a handful of grave-worshippers and 

MJC carrion and pork certifiers to present the mirage and false image of the bogus, 

paper body being an ‘umbrella’ organization representing all the Ulama and the entire 

Muslim community of South Africa. However, every intelligent person in South 

Africa is aware of the fiction which these misguided munaafiqeen have created for 

fuller attainment of their nafsaani and worldly objectives under deeni guise. 

 

The Imaan of Reverend Abraham Bham and his moron cohorts with whom he cavorts 

in exercises of fisq, fujoor and even kufr, has long ago exploded. While this most 

unfortunate (shaqi) Friend of Iblees and Friend of the Kuffaar Court claims that his  

NNB jamiat outfit is the Jamiatul Ulama Transvaal of 1923, he displays breath-taking 

ignorance of the fact that those elders of the past were staunch upholders of the 

Shariah to who diversion from the Sunnah was intolerable. Fisq, Fujoor and collusion 

with the kufr interfaith ideology did not form part of their Sunnah system, not even in 

their dreams nor could they even have ever imagined of the kufr villainy to which the 

Reverend and his moron cohorts of the NNB jamiat subscribe. 

 

It is essential that the other Ulama bodies inform the country’s ruling authorities of 

the lies peddled by Reverend Abraham Bham. It is necessary to debunk the idea of 

this illegitimate devil’s entity being the representative of the Muslim community of 

South Africa. The Muslim community of South Africa has no one, single entity to 

represent it. It is a splintered community with a plethora of organizations and outfits, 

each one speaking for himself and itself. Any organization of person who claims to 

be the representative of the Muslim community of South Africa is a confounded 

LIAR, FRAUD and an accursed Devil. 


